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We give a multidimensional extension of a one-dimensional integral inequality 
due to F. Carlson. The extension presented here involves Lp spaces with mixed 
norms in a very natural way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to derive a multidimensional version of a 
special case of the Levin generalization of the Carlson integral inequality 
given by formula l.l( 1) below. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let h = h(t) be a positive measurable function on R + . 
Then,forO<0<1andl,<p,,p,<m,wehave 




This form was used by J. Peetre [7] in connection with the theory of inter- 
polation spaces. 
For a simple proof of the Carlson inequality, but one which does not 
provide the best constant, see Beckenbach and Bellman [ 1, p. 1761. For a 
derivation of the best constant see Levin [5]. 
The generalization we have in mind is, in the bidimensional case, as 
follows. 
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Let g = g(s, t) be a non-negative measurable function on R + X R + . For 
P = (pr , pz), 1 < p,, pz < co, we shall set 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let h = h(s, t) be a positive measurable function on 
iR+ x IR,. Then, for O<,u, v< 1, l<p{, p(<oc, (j=1,2) and 
PO0 = (pi, ~3, 4, = <pi, P& P,, = (PA, P:) and PII = (P:, P% we have 
m m 
!‘i 0 0 
h(s, t);+< C IIsfLLt-“h(s, t)~I;~;O’)(‘-“) I(&“-“h(s, t)~l$:;“’ 
* * 
x IIs~“t’-“h(s, t)lllZ~,“‘ll~‘-“t’-“h(s, t)ll;;,l. (1) * 
The proof of the multidimensional version given below does not use 
Proposition 1.2. 
2. THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL VERSION 
The multidimensional version of the Carlson integral inequality in the line 
of 1.2( 1) needs, to be stated and proved, some notation and preliminaries. 
2.0. The set of k= (k, ,..., kd) E Rd such that kj = 0 or 1 will be denoted 
by cl. 
Let PO = (pi ,..., pt) and P, = (pi ,..., pf) be given with 1 <pi, p{ < co 
(j = 1, 2 ,..., d). We shall consider the family Ip = {Pk = (p; ,,..., p$ I k = 
(k 1 ,..., kd) E Cl} associated with PO and P, . 
For a = (a, ,..., a,), b = (b ,,..., bd) E Rd, we set ab = afl ... a:? 
For a = (a, ,..., ad, ad+ ,) E Rdtl we shall write a = (a^, ad+ 1), where 
a” = (a, ,..., ad) E Rd. 
2.1. We shall work in the context of the Lp spaces with mixed norms of 
Benedek-Panzone [2]. For d > I, we shall denote by Lk(Rd,) the linear 
space of all functions h: RR”, -+ R, measurable with respect to the measure 
d,t = d*t, ... d&, = dt,/t, a.. dt,/t, such that 
I/ hIILk = IlhllL:cRRdt, = j”’ a.. jo= /h(tl,..., td)l +... 2 < 00. (1) 
1 
Let P = (p, ,... pd) be given with 1 < pj < co, j = 1, 2 ,..., d. We shall define 
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the linear space LP, = L$(lRd,) as follows. If d = 1 and P = pl, LP, is the 
linear space of all measurable functions h: R + + R such that 
(2) 
Now, if d > 1 and P = (pi,..., pd, I)d+i) = (j, pd+l) We suppose 
L$ = Lf’*(Rd,) already defined and we shall define L$ = L$(lRd,“) as the 
linear space of all measurable h: Rdt+ ’ + R such that 
{ 11 h(t td+ ,)IIL$R$)}pd+l 21 “pd+1. (3) 
If we agree that 1) hJILc(R~) = I h(t)/, we see that (2) is a particular case of (3). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let k = (k, ,..., kd) E 0 and let 0 = (8, ,..., 0,) be given with 
0 < 13, ( 1, j = I,2 ,..., d. If we define O(k) = n,“= I 0(k,), where t9(kj) = 
1 - kj + (-l)“j’ ‘Bi, j = 1,2 ,..., d, we shall have 
c O(k)= 1. 
ksO 
(Observe that, when d = 1, we have O(0) = 1 - 8 and O( 1) = 8, and when 
d = 2, we have O(0, 0) = (1 - 0,)(1 - 8,), O&O) = 8,(1 - e,), O(0, 1) = 
(1 - 0,) 6, and O(1, 1) = 8,8,.) 
ProoJ: We proceed by induction. For d = 1 we have 
kTm @W=@(o)+@(l)= i-8+8= 1. 
Now, we suppose that (1) holds for d > 1 and we shall prove that it also 
holds for d + 1. Indeed, we have 
& @(k) = c @Oh,..., kd,kd+l)= c @(kk,+,) 
kaO keO 
as desired. 
We are now ready to state and prove the multidimensional version of the 
Carlson inequality. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 = (8, ,..., d B ) be given with 0 < 0, < 1 and let 
p, = (P:,..., pi) and P, = (pi ,..., p$ be given with 1 <pi, p{ < co, 
j = 1, 2,..., d. Let us set P, = (pi ,,..., p$for each k = (k, ,..., kd) E 0. Then, 
for all positive measurable functions h = h(t) on Rd, , we have 
(1) 
where O(k) is given as in Lemma 2.2, C = #= 1 C(pj,, pi, Sj) and for each 
j = l,..., d, C(p’,, d, ej> is any valid constant for 1.1(l). 
Proof: If d = 1 the inequality (1) is the Carlson inequality l.l( 1). Now, 
let us suppose that (1) holds for d > 1 and let us prove that it also holds for 
d + 1. Then, if we apply the case d = 1 to Ilh(f, tdiI)llLIcRq with 
B=tld+,=8’,po=p~+‘=p/, andp,=p;‘+‘=p;, k’=kd+l and ti+,=s, 
we get 
G cd+, S k’-e’ llh($ s)IIL:cq, 
(recall that B(k’) = 8(kd+ J = 1 - kd+, + (-l)kd+l+led+ i = 1 - Bd+ i or 
we = b+, when k’ = k,, , = 0 or 1, respectively), where Cd+, = C(pt+‘, 
pf+‘, Bd+,). Now, by the induction assumption we have 
where C = ny= i C(p’,, pi, Bj), and, since CrEa O(k^) = 1 we get 
I , 
II h Ilqwy 1 < C n 1 j*’ 1 Gnb 11 i’;-“Sk’-“‘h(i, s$;&,, ipi’ ;I e(k )““> 
k'=O,l 0 E 
where C = n,“=‘: C(pj,, pi, Bj). Finally, applying the general form of 
Holder’s inequality [4, p. 1391, we get 
The theorem is proved. 
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3. REMARKS 
3.1. The best possible value for C,, when p. > 1 and p, > 1 (with strict 
inequality for at least one) and 0 < 0 < 1, is 
~(1 -0)-s&f B 
! i 
’ t 
l-s-t’ l-s-t [p,B+ Pl(l -@I( ‘-x-f> 
where s = (1 - 19)/p,, t = O/p,, and B denotes the beta function. This is the 
special case of the constant obtained by Levin (see Mitrinovib [6, p. 3711). 
3.2. The authors have used the inequality 2.3(l) in connection with the 
multidimensional Mellin transform (see Bertolo and Fernandez [ 31). 
3.3. Another multidimensional version of the Carlson inequality was 
obtained by Pigolkin [8]. 
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